The interaction of chirped femtosecond laser pulses with hybrid materials -materials comprised of plasmon sustaining structures and resonant molecules -is scrutinized using a self-consistent model of coupled MaxwellBloch equations. The optical properties of such systems are examined with the example of periodic sinusoidal gratings. It is shown that under strong coupling conditions one can control light transmission using chirped pulses in a spatiotemporal manner. The temporal origin of control relies on chirps non-symmetric in time while the space control is achieved via spatial localization of electromagnetic energy due to plasmon resonances.
I. INTRODUCTION
The push towards nanoscale optical elements that can operate on a femtosecond timescale is ultimately converging to plasmonic materials with their unique ability to scatter electromagnetic (EM) radiation far below the diffraction limit resulting in high local EM fields.
1-3 Utilization of optical properties of plasmons has opened up a wide variety of applications. 4 Specific to this paper is a merger of research in plasmonics with physics of ensembles of quantum emitters. 5 The physics of hybrid materials -systems comprised of quantum emitters (quantum dots, 6 J-aggregates 7 ) optically coupled to plasmonic structures (nanoparticles, 8 periodic arrays, 9 etc.) has attracted considerable attention in the past decade due to various intriguing applications ranging from spaser 10 and plasmonic nanolasers 11, 12 through the control of spontaneous emission 13 to single-photon optical elements 14 . In the strong coupling regime, when the coupling strength of emitters and corresponding plasmon modes significantly exceeds any intrinsic decay rates, the hybrid states are formed. Depending on the coupling such states have both plasmonic and emitters properties allowing one to efficiently control the energy distribution in these systems in both linear 15 and nonlinear 16 regimes. The physics here is similar to the vacuum Rabi splitting phenomenon observed in systems composed of resonant atoms and high-Q macrocavities. 17 Furthermore the strong coupling mechanism between light and quantum emitters has been intensively investigated in semiconductor materials with semiconductor quantum wells positioned in microcavities such as high-Q Bragg mirrors. 18 The exciton-normal mode coupling in semiconductor macrocavities leads to two transmission and reflection peaks/dips. The energy separation between these extrema called Rabi splitting (RS) is determined by the coupling strength between normal modes of a cavity a) Electronic mail: maxim.sukharev@asu.edu and the excitonic transition in a quantum well. In such systems RS values were reported as high as 0.8 meV.
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This translates to a characteristic time of the energy exchange between coupled modes of about 5 ps.
One of the major advantages of plasmon sustaining materials over microcavities are much shorter time scales. The highest experimentally observed Rabi splitting reported up-to-date is 700 meV 20 resulting in possible control of EM energy on a femtosecond timescale. 16, 21 Due to a high controllability of plasmonic materials one can experimentally tune optical resonances of a given system to almost any imaginable energy in the visible with the great flexibility 22 allowing not only to control EM radiation in the nanoscale 23, 24 but also enabling spatial control of quantum systems.
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To be able to control optical properties of materials in a spatiotemporal manner one may use the coherent properties of both laser radiation and surface plasmonpolaritons (SPPs). The original idea to extend coherent control techniques developed in atomic and molecular physics to plasmonics was proposed in Ref. [26] . It was shown that it is possible to concentrate EM energy at a given point near a nanosystem using specific phase modulation of the incident radiation. This idea was further extended and extensively scrutinized by several other groups [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] More specifically related to the present study are works discussing ultrafast control of spatial EM energy localization using linear chirps 27, 30 . As it was shown given a plasmonic system that supports several distinct SPP resonances one can use particular phase modulated incident radiation to control which part of the system is excited. The origin of such a control relies on the fact the different SPP resonances are associated with distinct spatial distributions of the EM energy in the near field.
In the present work I extend the ideas of spatiotemporal control in plasmonics to hybrid systems. By applying positive and negative linear chirps to sinusoidal plasmonic periodic gratings covered by a thin layer of molecules I show that transmission properties may be significantly altered. Its is shown that non-symmetric chirped pulses can be effectively used to control quantum emitters coupled to SPP modes in the strong coupling regime. The paper is organized as follows. The model and its numerical implementation are discussed in details in the Section II. The discussion of results is presented in the Section III. The work is concluded in the Section IV.
II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
To simulate optical response of non-magnetic plasmonic nanostructures I solve the system of Maxwell's equations in the time domain for the electric, E, and magnetic, H, fields
where the current density is denoted as J, µ 0 and ε 0 are the magnetic permeability and dielectric permittivity of vacuum, respectively. The dynamical response of the metal is simulated using the Drude model
here ε (∞) is the high frequency limit of the dielectric constant, Ω P is the bulk plasma frequency, and Γ is the phenomenological damping. In simulations presented in the paper I consider silver described by the following numerical parameters: ε (∞) = 8.926, Ω P = 11.585 eV, Γ = 0.203 eV. 34 The linear response of conductive electrons results in a simple equation governing the dynamics of the current density
with parameters α = −Γ and β = ε 0 Ω 2 P . The system of equations (1a), (1b), (3) is discretized in space and time and integrated using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique. 36 As an example of a plasmonic system I consider a one-dimensional periodic grating with a sinusoidal modulation of the silver film (see the inset of Fig. 1 ). Upper and lower boundaries of the grid are terminated with perfectly matched layers absorbing boundaries. 37 Simple periodic boundary conditions are applied to EM fields at the right and left boundaries. To ensure numerical convergence all simulations including hybrid materials are performed with a spatial resolution of 1 nm and temporal step of 0.0017 fs. The system is excited with a plane wave using the total field/scattered field formalism at the normal incidence.
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The optics of quantum emitters is scrutinized via selfconsistent solution of Maxwell-Bloch equations, where the current density, J, in the eq. (1b) is replaced by the macroscopic polarization density, P . The dynamics of the latter is simulated in accordance with the corresponding Liouville-von Neumann equation
In this work two level emitters are considered. Due to strong scattering of EM radiation that occurs at plasmon resonances all possible polarizations of the local electric field should be included in the total HamiltonianĤ. Both the Hamiltonian and the damping operatorΓ are taken in the form discussed in details in Ref. [38] . In the twodimensional geometry considered here the excited state of each emitter is a doubly degenerate state to account for x and y polarizations of E.
From the density matrix,ρ, the macroscopic polarization is evaluated according to
where n 0 is the number density of emitters and d is the operator of emitter's dipole moment. To account for dipole-dipole interactions within a single grid cell in the FDTD numerical domain the local electric field, E local , that determines the quantum dynamics of emitters is modified to include local microscopic polarization also known as Lorentz-Lorenz correction
The numerical integration of the coupled MaxwellBloch equations (1a), (1b), (4) coupled via (5) is performed using weakly coupled method, where EM field and density matrix are split in time by a half a time step and propagated in accordance with the leapfrog time stepping technique. 40 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The incident radiation is coupled to surface waves via diffraction grating schematically depicted in the inset of Fig. 1 . If the thickness of the grating is on the oder of the skin depth for silver (about 20 nm) evanescent EM modes on the input and output sides of the grating are strongly interacting. In the symmetric dielectric environment this results in formation of two distinct SPP modes: long-and short-lived SPP modes. 41 As a thickness of the film becomes smaller the interaction of the surface modes increases giving rise to SPP resonances with very high Qs 42 and ultimately leading to very high local EM fields. 41 For the purpose of this work it is vital to realize that such a system is highly tunable with SPP resonances dependent on both thickness of the film and its amplitude modulation as illustrated in the main panel of Fig. 1 . I also note that although it is quite challenging to realize such a system experimentally 43 its close analog in symmetric dielectric environment has been made. 44 The linear transmission coefficient is evaluated via numerical integration of the outgoing EM energy flux on the output side of the grating along a detection line in the far-field zone (in the presented simulations this was approximately 1.1 µm away from the film's surface). The integrated flux is then normalized with respect to the incident flux. The main panel of Fig. 1 shows transmission as a function of the incident photon energy at three modulation amplitudes. The system exhibits two clear SPP resonances with energies significantly dependent upon the coupling of incident radiation to a given SPP mode. It is important to note that the corresponding reflection coefficient (not shown) exhibits maxima at the energies of the transmission minima confirming that the observed resonances are indeed surface modes.
The corresponding spatial distributions of two EM modes significantly differ from each other suggesting an exciting opportunity to use SPP waves as a nanoscale probe to manipulate quantum emitters in the vicinity of the grating. As an example of a hybrid system I consider a sinusoidal plasmonic grating covered by a 20 nm thin molecular layer that has two distinct absorption resonances. By properly adjusting the modulation amplitude one may tune SPP modes of a bare grating to molecular transition energies. Note that the resonant energies of SPP modes do not scale identically as one varies the modulation amplitude as seen from Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 shows the linear transmission spectra for the sinusoidal grating covered with a 20 nm thin resonant molecular layer. The molecular layer has two separate Other parameters of simulations are: the thickness of the silver film is 15 nm, the period of the grating is 400 nm, the molecular transition dipole for both transitions is 25 Debye, the number density of molecules with each transition is n0 = 5 × 10 24 m/s 2 , the pure dephasing time for both molecular transitions is 100 fs, the radiationless lifetime of molecular excited states at both transitions is 1 ps. distinct absorption lines (two types of emitters) at 1.96 eV and 2.84 eV referred further in the text as type I and type II molecules, respectively . Several interesting features are worth noting: when the emitters' transition energy matches that of the SPP mode) for the grating with the modulation amplitude of 60 nm. The presence of the third mode in an otherwise two-mode spectrum in hybrid systems has been noted several times and recently was explained in Ref. [45] as a signature of the collective long-range emitter-emitter interaction strongly enhanced by plasmons. Even though the number density of emitters in Fig. 2 is not that high (there is no third mode observed for lower energy SPPs) the local EM field associated with the high energy SPPs is significantly higher.
Since the local EM fields associated with SPP modes of the grating have significantly different spatial distribution one may employ spatiotemporal control of transmission in such a hybrid system by tuning incident radiation into either of the SPP resonances thus controlling not only which emitters are excited but also where on the surface they are excited. To accomplish this one may employ adiabatic passage technique developed in atomic 46 and molecular physics 47 . This however would require relatively long pulses. In order to operate on a femtosecond timescale it is proposed to use linearly chirped laser pulses that are offset in time. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 3a . Here horizontal dashed lines represent energies of two types of molecules deposited onto a plasmonic grating. The incident pulse duration is set at 150 fs with a frequency changing in time as shown in the Fig. 3a . Consider a positive chirp, for instance: type I molecules will barely get excited since the incident frequency passes the resonance at the beginning of the pulse while the type II molecules will undergo considerable excitation as the incident frequency approaches the resonance at the end of the pulse.
The incident pulse used in simulations is
where the time envelope f (t) is taken in the form of the Blackman-Harris window function. 48 The time dependence of the incident frequency is parameterized according to
where τ is the pulse duration, δτ is the time at which the incident frequency reaches one of the molecular resonances, i.e. ω (δτ ) = ω 1 and ω (τ − δτ ) = ω 2 . Fig. 3b shows the results of simulations performed for a single molecule case without plasmonic material present. Simulations are carried out for type II molecules with the incident field having a positive chirp, frequency of which is plotted in Fig. 3a (black solid line) . The numerical values of the chirp parameters (8a) are: τ = 150 fs, δτ = 10 fs, ω 1 = 1.96 eV, and ω 2 = 2.84 eV. The ground state population of molecules smoothly changes from 1 to 10 −6 for the case without damping and to 0.2 with the dephasing and relaxation parameters taken into account. Simulations performed for the same chirp but for the type I molecules show nearly no disturbance in the population. Similarly if one changes the sign of the chirp (red dashed line in Fig. 3a) and propagates density matrix for the first type of molecules the dynamics will be nearly identical to the one shown in Fig. 3b with no change in populations for the type II of molecules. It is hence possible to controllably manipulate a given type of quantum emitters by changing the sign of the linear chirp. Moreover this would allow to alter significantly optical properties of a hybrid system at a given frequency while keeping intact its response in the other parts of the spectrum. It should be noted that even though the local EM field enhancement is anticipated in hybrid systems supporting plasmon resonances it should not worsen the proposed scheme but rather improve it. Simulations for a single molecule case were also performed at high incident field amplitudes confirming the robustness of the scheme. A possible problem, however, may arise from the fact that plasmons not only enhance the local EM field but also alter its spectrum due to material dispersion. If the local field increases and is no longer a simple linear chirp the scheme would most likely not work.
The main results of this paper are shown in Fig. 4 . Positive and negative chirps are applied to excite a sinusoidal grating with a molecular layer containing two types of molecules (resonant at 1.96 eV and 2.84 eV). After the system is excited and the incident pulse is turned off the linear transmission is calculated. The general idea of using non-symmetric chirps to alter different molecules independently and hence manipulate transmission properties at different frequencies is clearly illustrated. The negative chirp inverts the type I molecules significantly changing transmission (Fig. 4a) while molecules resonant at 2.84 eV are not perturbed at all (Fig. 4b) and vice versa. It is however important to point out that the effect of the positive chirp is not as dramatic as the negative chirp. Upon careful examination of the dynamics it is possible to conclude that the positive chirp does not act as a π-pulse, i.e. does not gradually invert the corresponding molecules. The molecules rather undergo several Rabi cycles. A plausible explanation is that the high energy SPP mode contributes additional frequency components to the local EM field. It is also informative to examine spatial distributions of the molecular populations after a chirped pulse excitation. This is shown in Fig. 5 for two cases considered here. It is seen that positive and negative chirps not only excite different types of molecules as anticipated but do so in a spatially different manner. The high energy molecules are partially in the ground state in the middle of the molecular layer with others all inverted. The positive chirp inverts low energy molecules everywhere in the layer except for a small region at the top.
IV. CONCLUSION
Using self-consistent model of coupled Maxwell-Bloch equations I examined the interaction of linear chirped laser pulses with a hybrid system comprised of a sinusoidal diffraction grating and a molecular layer. It is shown that one may use non-symmetric chirps to control which molecular transitions are excited. The proposed scheme is scrutinized in case of two types of molecules resonantly coupled to two separate SPP modes. It is also demonstrated that the control may also be achieved is a spatial manner due to highly inhomogeneous localization of EM energy at plasmon resonances. 
